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Abstract: The following question is studied. Sxppose Y is a space with a coveri 
and bow can Y be expressed as the image of a meaizable space, or of a sprx admi 
feet [or Iquasi-perfect) map onto a met&a’bIe space;, under a mapping with p!zopert 
those of the covering 3? 
The purpose of this note is to obtain some generalizations, which 
be applied in [ 7, 81, of the following flwo well-known theore+m 
Theorem 1 .I1 (Ponomarev [ 111, IIanai [S] ). A To-space Y (of ytie 
ppz 2 MO ) ii; Zrst-countable if arrd only ;if it is a continuous open im 
of a metrizable space X (of weight m). 
Theorem 1. .2 (Wicke [ 143 ), A Hausdox ff spxe Y (of wei 
of pointwi.se countable typo 2 if and o::l~ly if it is a continuous o
age of a Hausdorff space X (cf weight ;rn) which admits a 
onto a mettizable space. 
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Results similar to the above can be obtained by similar qelthod:s, re- 
peating essentially the same construction and proc,f with. suitable *maria- 
tions. Our purpose in the following sections is to obtain some jheorems 
of sufficient generality so as to easily imply most results of this type, 
including a number of known theorems (such as the two above) as well 
as some new results which -Gil be derived by the sluthor in [ ‘7%“. $1. The 
* essential ideas af our proofs are well known, some going back at least 
to FIausdorff [4], and, with the possible xception of Section 4, no real 
nove!ty is claimed for our contributions. It is hoped, however: that the 
paper will help to unify many scattered results, and perhaps be useful 
to other workers in this area@ 
Our basic results are in Section 2, and some variations which assume 
no separation properties at all are obtained in Section 4. One of these 
variations (Theorem 4.3) shows that Theorem 1.1 above remains true 
without the z”* hypothesis, provided that the references to weight are 
omitted. Section 5 shows how one cf the results .in Section 2 can be mo- 
dified sIo as to obtain some completeness orcompactness properties in 
the domain of the function which is constructed there. 
2. Basic definitions and xesuhs 
Let Y denote a topological space, and Iv the set of positive integers. 
efinition 2.1. If y E Y, then a collection 3J of su’ibsets of Y’ containing 
y is a network at y in Y if every neighborhood of y in Y contains ome 
moreover,, ~9 is a collection of subsets of Y and 9 C: 3, then 
d an d-network at y. 
heorem 2.2. Let Y be a To-space, and 4 a covering 3 of Y, prese,rved 
b;- finite intersections, uch that each y E Y has a countable &network. 
Then there exists a Q-dimensional 4 met&able spqace X, a a-discrete base 
for A?, and a continuous map f: X -+ Y such that: 
I(a) f(53) = ~5. (Hence f(Xji = Y, and f is open if d is an open covering 
of Y,) 
(b) Ify E Y, and if : n E N) is a decreasing lJ-network at y in Y, 
then there exists an ~1 and a decreasi:ng base (B, : n E IV} C: Cl3 at a in 
’ A covering need not be an open covering. 
’ By ~Z~~~~s~o~ we mean oovering dimension. 
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X such that f(a) = y and f(B, ) = & t”c,r a!1 p2 E N. 
d HO card 3. ore generally, for any E C Y’, 
card (B E c :B n f-f (E)+ $9) <: Ho card {SE 4 :Sn E# 
oolf, For T, -spaces, this is a special case of Theorem 2.6 b&w. 
state and prove our present heorem. separately because of its greater 
simpbcity. Since th& proof is very sin&u to that of Theorem 2.6, In 
ever, we omit some’of the details. 
For. convenience of notation, write d = ( salaM , with Sol # when 
4 # p. For i E N, let rii be the index set A with the discrete topol 
Let X be the selt of all (Y z (ai) in n,“,l A i SU& that (S,,) is a decreasin 
network at some ycK E Y; this y, is unique because Y OS TO. Define 
f :X + Y by f(a) = y,, ; it is easily verified that fis continuous. 
Define the base g for X as follows: For each n EN and each 
(P S’ . . . . P,) E f$&A,, f& Yvhich Spl II ,).. 3 ,!Jfln, let 
Let 93 be the collecti;on of all such s’ets. Let us check (a)-(c). 
(a) This follows friom the fact that, :for each B(pl s l e-9 P,) in 
The verification of (22.1) is left to the reader. 
(II) Suppose that (S,,) is a decreasing &net~~rork at $I” in 
or=(ar,)andB, =B(+..., Q, ). It is e,asily checked, using (2. 
this works. 
(c) This follows from (2.2.1). 
That completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.2 immediately implies the non-trivial halves o 
rems of Ponomarev [ 111 y one of which is qu 
while the other asserts that a TQ-syace Y (of w 
point-countable base if and only if it isI the im 
open s-map 5 of a metrizable space (of weight 
plications of Theorem 2.2, the network cl co 
An application where tlhat is not the case will be 
4.4 of this paper, which is a partial refinement a
applied in [ 73 l ‘$ 
5Amapf:X-+Yisana ap if +f- ’ (y) has IR countable * 
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We come now to ari analogue of Definition 2.1 in which the point y 
in Y is mphed by a subset of Y. *. ’ 
,,-‘I,, ” . 
ition 2.3. If K C Y, then a &%ection 9 of su’bsets of Y containing 
K is an (ex&) outer network: at K is Y if ( f79 = K and) every open 
U r> K contains ome P E ‘3. If, moreover, 3, t::d for a collection 3 of 
subsets of Y, then Sp is (called an (exact) outer d-network at K’ in Y. 
Observe that, if y E Y, then 9 is a network at y if anal only if .5p is an 
oluter network at (y}. 
The following two le!mmas, the first of which nee& no proof, clarify 
the relationship between outer networks and exact outer networks. 
Lemma 2,4. If Y is a T, -space hnd K C I’, then every outser network at 
K is an exact outer network at K. 
Lemma 2.5. If 9 is an outer network at a (co{z:ztably) compact subset 
of Y, then 9 is an tixact outer network at a - possibly dif’ferent - 
(countably) compact subset of Y. 
Proof. Let K = n 9! We must show that 3) is an outer network at K 
and that K is (countably) compact. 
By assumption, 9 i:s an outer network at some (countably) compact 
subset C of Y. Then C C K, so Sp is surely an outer network at K. To 
show that K is (countably) compact, let Cu bc a (countable) cover of 
K by open subsets of Y. Let F be a finite sublcollection ofCu covering 
CandletU=UF. ThenUisopenandCc U,soCUV Uforsome 
P t 9. Mence K C c’, so 9 also covers K. That completes the proof. 
eorem 2.6. Let Y be a topological space, and CK a covering of Y by 
non-Gm.pty, countably compact subsets. Let IS be a coveting of Y, pre- 
served by finite intersections, uc‘h that y E s’ E 3 implies that 
y E K CI S for some K E 9C which has a countable xact outer d-net- 
work in Y. 6 Then there exists a O-dimensional metrizab1.e space M, a 
o-discrete base for 34, and a subset X of Y x A4 such that, letting 
f=nlIXandg=@X, we have: 
(a){ fg-l(B):BE cEQ}= 6.( ence f(X) = lir and f is open if 3 is an 
open covering of Y.) 
This IS? condition is sometimes equhmhd to a simper, weaker one; $ier: I reposition 3.2. 
Go I&” (4 E for all a E M. ( ertce g(X) = 
(c)g is closed. (Hence g is quasi-perfect., and g is perfect i
K E Cx: is compact.) 7 
(d) If K E c1& anid (Sn : n cz IV} is an exalct outer &-network at 
then there exists an ~11 E M and a decreasing base (I!, :n E NJ3 c 
in M such that&--l(~) = K andfj--1 (8,) = Sn for all n E IV. 
(e) card 99 <, MO card 3. More generally, for any 1E c Y, 
Roof. For convenience of notation., write ~5 = ( SalCti , with Se # 
for a J; /3. For all i E N, let Ai be the index set A with the discrete to 
logy. Le:: M be the: S& of all points QL =: (ati) in n,i”, 1Ai such that 
decreasing exact outer network at some t$ CE CK. Since the netv 
exact, this Ka is u:nique. Defme X C YX M by 
x= ((y,at)~YxM:y~K',}. 
Define the base 93 as follows: For each 1;2 E IV and eaclh (& , .#,., (3, ) 
nr=lAi for which SOI 1 . . . ZI Spn, let 
Let 99 be the collection of all such sets. Then CD is cle:arly a04 
base for M. 
Let us check requirements [a)-(e). 
(a) It clearly suffices to show that, for each B(&, l .*, P,) in W, 
NowifarEB(&, . . . . & ), thezr jjg-1 (ac) c San = Sot, 9 so the fi 
(2.6.1) is a subset of the second. To prove the opcosite inclusi 
pose that y E Sa, , and let us find an a E B(& 3 . . . . 
y E fg-l(a). By assumption, we can pick K E % s 
and such that some countable subcollection 
outer network at K. Since cf is preserved 
a g is perfect (respectively ~~Qsi-pe~~~t~ iF g is ci 
t+elly countably compact). 
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since K C Sa. for i < n, we may SU~;POS~ that aj = pi for i 2 pt and that 
I C Saj f&r ail i E N. Letting Q = (aj), we see that ar E B (PI 3 s-e, &) 
y E K = fg-” (a), so that this QI leas all the required properties. 
(b) From the definitions, &-I (a) = Kby E c)d for et!ery Q E -II. .: ’ 
(c) To prove that g is closeId, it suffices to show that, whenever 
a E M and U is a neighborhood of g-1 (ar) in X9 then g--y (V) c tr for 
some neighborhood V of 01 in IV. Now thy sets B(p, , . ..) a, ), with 
ti EZ N, form a base at e in M’; since g-1 (cu) = Ka x (a} and ,Ka is, coun- 
tably compact, this implies that there exists an ;VI E IV, and an open 
W 3 Ka in Y, such that 
(Wx B(q, ...,~m,))nxc I/. 
NOW (S ai ) is a UYWI dmf**easing outer network at IQ in Y, so there exists an 
pz > *z such that K, C San C W. Letting Y= B(al , . . . . an), it folllows 
from (2.6.1) that 
g-‘oc(S,, x v)f\XC (Wx B(a1,...,ru,))nX(I u. 
(d) Suppose K E 3c and (San) is a decreasing exact outer network at 
in I-“. Let ~1= (a,,), and let B, =B(q , . . . . a,J It is easy to cht:ck that 
this works. 
(e) This follows readily from (2.61) above. 
Th;at completei the proof. 
From Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.4 we immediately conclude: 
Theorem 2.7. If Y is a lql -space, then Theorem 2.6 is valid #with t e 
word “exact” omitted from botlh the hypothesis and conch&on (d). 
The theorem of Wicke [ 141 quoted in Theor:m 1.2 follows diirectiy 
from Theorem 2.7 and a lemma of Wicke [ 141 which is quoted in Pro- 
position 3.2 (b) of the next section. Applications of Theorem 2.6, in 
which the elements of 3 are not open, can be fi:>und in [ 7, proof of 
.3] and [8] e 
3. 
. 
/ The main purpose of this set ticrio is: to prove Proposition 3.2) ~~h~~~h 
gms conditions und!er which one of the hypotheses of Theorem 2. 
be weakened and simplifiled. First, hsiwever, we need a lemma whit 
may have some independent interest, 
Lemma 3,l. SuppOs that K is a countably compact subset of a to 
gical space Y, ‘and that S,, C Y is a decreasing sequexe such that 
‘3pen U 3 K contain,% some Si,I. Lelg C = IK n n zsr $&. Then: 
(a) If yn e S, for all all, the (,JJ, ) accumulates atsome y E C. 8 I 
(b) Every open U 2 C contains ome Sn. 
4c) Ilf (q#+l n K) c (S;, 47 K) for all pe, then C = K n fl zzr Sn and CS 
is an outer network at C in li’. (If furthermore hY;:,, Sa c K, then (S,) 
an exact outer ;retwork at Cin Y.) 
Proof. (a) Let A, = (yr : i 2~ n}. We must show that “;=I (xti 
Since K is countably compact, we need only show that A, rfl K + 
all ~1. Suppose not, $30 that X, ’ f3 K = (ll for some ~fl. But then Y -1~ 
an open set containing K which contains no S, r and that is imp 
(b) Suppose not, so that we can choose yn E S, - U for all jut. 
(v,) accumulates atsome y E C by (a). But then y E Y .- U becau 
is open, and that is impossible since C C U. 
(c) That C = K n n;,, X n is clear.. Hence &J 1 C for a’1 M, so (S 
an outer network at C in t by (b) If nyz.r ,Sn c: K, then C = 
and hence (S, ) is an exact outer network at C in Y. 
That completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.1 (b) slightly strengthens [ 15, Lemma 5.1]* Lemxn * 
will be applied in the proof of Proposition 3.2 below and in [ 1’, p 
of Proposition 2.E.3 and Proposition ‘7. I]. 
Suppose POW that 3c and 3 are coverings of Y. Con 
two conditions, the: second of which is assumed in The 
(a) If y E I’, then y E K for some K c~ CK which has 
o&x &network. 
(&) If y E S e 3 ) then y c5 K C S for some 
table (exact) outer 3 network. 
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* Clearly @) always implies (a). The following ~Q$&&NV~ th;d the 
converse is true in some important cases. Case (lb) has appeared in [ 14, 
Lemma 21 4 
osition 3.2. Suppose tliat & and % are coverings of Y, and that 
relatively closed subset off an element of ‘-X is again an element of 
%. Then (a) and (fl) are equivali,ent i  each of the following cases. 
(a) (5 is a closed covering of Y preserved by :Qnite intersections, and 
every K GE ‘K is countably compact. 
(b) Y is Mausdorff, d Is a base for Y, and every K E % is compact. 
(c) Y is regular, 3 is a base for Y, and ~*rzry K E c# is counta bly com- 
Pa 
oaf. It suffices to show that (cll) implies (@. Suppose, therefore, 
that y E S f d 3 and let us find some C E 3c with a countable (exact) 
outer t=l -network such that y E C 1~ S. By assumption, we can find a 
PI  E % sttch tha,t 4’ E K and such that some sequence (T, ) Cc d is an 
(exact) outer network at K in Y. To complete the proof, we need only 
find a sequence (S, ) C 3 satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1 fc) 
and such that y E S, c (T, n S) for all ~1, for then the set G of Lemma 
3.1 will meet all our requirements. We do this separately for the three 
parts of the proposition. 
(a) Let Sn =Sn fl$l T;:. 
(b) B;d induction, pick a decreasing sequence (S, ) c 3 9 with 
y e Sn C ‘[Tn n S) for all ~1~ SUCK that &+I is disjoint from the compact 
’ set K - Sn for all yt. 
(c) By induction, pick a decreasing s:quence (Sn) c d SW&. that 
_Y E Sn C (Tn n S) and S7t+l e S, for all PZ, 
That completes the proof. 
liminating To and T, 
In this section we show that the To and T, hypotheses can be dropped 
from Theorems 2.2 and 2.7, provided that the corxlusion dealing with 
cardinality is also omitted. 
e begin with the following two lemmas, which were obtained by 
imrat [ II 2 J with the space E being completely regular. 
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.% . For any set B, there exists a O-dimensional 
3 with a disjc;irat family {E&a of dense subsets. 
ssof. For all n E N, let .tS, be the set B with the discrete to 
let E =ntz$?, , and let 
Ep = (x E E:x, = /I for al1 but finitely many n) 
for all p E B. That completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.2. Let Y be any topological space. Then there exists a @dii- 
mensional metrizable space E, and a subset 2 of Y X E, with the follow- 
ing pr:,perties, where h = “1 I ii? and k = n2 12. 
(a) k is one-to-one. (Hence Z is Haursdorff.) 
(b) If V is a non-empty ogen subset of E, then hk-1 (U) = Y. (Wence 
h is open.) 
Proof. By Lemma. 4.1 b there exists a mctrizzble space E with a disjoint 
family {E’y}yEy of dense subsets. Proceeding as in [ 123 , we let 
2: = u {{y) x Ey : y E Y}. 
‘I’hen (ab follows from the disj&ntness of the family {E”)yEy, and (b) 
follows Cram the density of t.h2 Er . That completes the proof. 
It follows immediately from Lemma 4.2 that every first-countable 
space is a continuous open image of a first-countable Hausdorff spacet 9 
Combining this with the result of Ponomarev [ 1, 1 ] and I-Ianai 
ed in Theorem 1. I, we obtain the non-trivial half of the folllowi 
rem, which shows that the TO hypothesis may be dropped fro 
rem 1.1 if all references to weight are omitted. 
Theorem 4.3. A topological space is first-countable if and only if ill is 
continuous open image of a me&able space. 
It should be mentioned that another esult of Bonomarev [ 1 t 
ting tkt a TO-space has point-countable base if and only if it is 
9 Shimrat’s purposefin [ 121 was to prove the analogous result that 
is a continuous, open image of a Hausdorff spzo4:ea This result has recent 
Isbell, who proved in [6] that every topologic;;lI space is a continuous o 
tarily garacompact space. 
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timmus open s-image (see footnote 5) of a .metric space, becc~11es fal e 
without the TO-assumption: I  fact, let Y be an indiscrete space (i.e. Y 
and @ are the only open sets) of cardinality >p 2% If there exists an 
0pe:n s-map f: X + Y with metrizable X, then, f-1 (y) & dense in X for 
every y E Y, so X is separable; hence card Y :< card X 5 2”0, a contra- 
diction. 
Combining Lemma 4.2 with Theorem 2.2, we now ob t&n the follow- 
ing result, which may be regarded as a refinement of the non-trivial half 
of Theorem 4.3. 
eorem 4,4. Theorem 2.2 remains true, except for part (c), ,without 
assuming that Y is TO l 
oof. Let Y and 3 be as in Theorem 2.2, except hat Y is not assum- 
ed&PickE,Zc YX E,h:Z+ Yandk:Z+EasinLemma4.2. Let 
V be any point-countable base for the metrizable space E which is pre- 
served by I bite intersections, and define the covering % of Z by 
%?= {(Sx V)flZ:SEd, VEV}. 
Then 341 isa o~vering of Z, presercved by fiiral,te intersections, qich that 
every z E Z has a coun.table 9?-network S&cc Z is IIausdorff, we can 
apply Theorem 2.2 to obtain a m&rizable space X, a o-discrete base clcl 
for X, and a continuous map f :X -+ 2, satisfying the conditions of 
Theorelma 2.2 [(with Y replacled by Z anii-l J by 92 1. But then it is easily 
verified that X, 9 , and h of .:: X + Y satisfy all our requirements. That 
complete!s the proof. 
We concluds this section ,with the folowin,g generalization of Theo- 
rem 4.4. Since we have no a:ppJicatisns for this result, we: onljr sketch 
the proof. 
Thconem 4.5. Theorem 2.6 remains true w~hout he word ‘“exact” 
(equivalen tPy, Theorem 2.7 ;;remains true without the P; hypothesis), 
prvid.ed that conclusion (e) is omitted, 
rite d = (‘I;,),- . Let 44, be the set A with the discrete topo- 
logy, and let Au =hllG, Ai. By Lemma 4.2, choose a O-dimeMon6l meli- 
with 3 disjoint family (EIC : K E~C)/ 6f dense subsets. Let 
all (ar , i* ) such that J&$ is a decreasing o 
E 9C for wrhich z E .F,, . Def”lne X c Y X 
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Let 3c be any a-discrete base for .E. For eat 
each (pl 9 . . . . P,) E n,Z, Ai for which Sal 3> .#- 2 S$nt let 
Let the base c10 for M be the collection of all such B. 
From here, the proof proceeds like t:hat of Theorem 2.6. 
5. Variants of Theorem 2.2 involving completeness of compactness 
lyothing can be asserted in Theorem 2.2 aboust completeness or ccmm- .- . 
pactness of the metric space X or the fibers f-1 (y). In order to be abl 
TV make such assertions, one proceeds as follows.: The covering C$ is exe 
pressed as a countable union 4 = !.lIzl J, of coverings, and one h . _ 
relation < on ~3 such that S 4 T implies S c T. (For example, S 4 7’ 
may mean S C. T or S s T or SC T.) Call (Sn ) a special d -seqtrt3xxz if 
, 
Sn E CT, and %+I, < S, for all y1 E N; a spzcBa1 d -sequence whose 
section contains a pointy E Y is called a .special J-sequence at ,y, 
sume now that the following two conditions are satisfied for ev 
yE Y: 
5.l(a).I16yESforsomeSE3,,thenyET<Sforsome”I’~ 
5.1 (b). If (Sn ) is any special J-sequence at y, then (S,, ) is a ne 
at p in Y. 
Jbscrve that 5.1 (a) implies that there exists a special 3-sequ 
+xse intersection contains y, and hence, by 5.1 (b), that y h 
table cl -network in the sense of Definition 2.1. Cle;irly 5.1 (bl 
paw&u1 assumption, and this is what m&es possible the f~llo 
modification of Theorem 2.3. 
Thesrem 5.2. Let Y be a 7’O-;pace, and let 4 = U:=, 3, be an ~n~~~i 
cover of Y having al! the above properties. Then there exists a 1 
space X, a base ‘33 for X, and a map f: X + Y, satisfying all th 
ments of Theorem 2.2 (with 2.2(b) modified by replacing “‘de 
3 -network ;at y”’ by “‘special 3 -sequence at V), axd havin . 
ing additiorlal fit=atures. 
(a)1 EveFf f--Ii (y ) is ,Tomplete ( 
(b) If every 3’ n is pcrM-finite, 
(C)J If every d,, is a lr~cally finite (or me 
and let 9 be the cullectia~ of all such sets* 
It is readily verified, just as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, that X, 
f: X + Y, and g s&isfy all the requirement!!; of Theorem 2.Z 9 witch 
2.2(6) modified as indicates above). Assertiions (a), (b), (d) z&l @) of 
our present heorein follow from the foIlowing observation: !: 
(1) Z is closed in n& ,A, ) riind hence csrnple”ie. 
(2) Ify E Y, thenf- I(V) = (a E Z:y E nlF=, sUpl), sof-l (‘~3 is closed 
in Z. 
It only rem3%s to :staHkh [c), ‘This assertion WAS proved; by Rdc:.;i..,. 
[ 10, PasIt tF ~ a e ,laragraphs of sectioi; S] ; letks give his proof lhere for 
the sake 0; :ompleteness. 
We begin with the obscrvatixl that always 
(5.21) f(B,,, .*.,B,*)c s 
Qn ’ 
just as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Suppost? now that A!? is closed in A’ 
so there is a0 fq E A, such that y cz if@’ “% 1y(ru p )}] - . 
Now obs~e that, by 5.1 (a), 
As the proof shows, the sg7ace X in Theorem 
space of a coluntabfe product of discrete spatces. By u&n 
different construction, one can strengthen 5.2(d) to CQ) 
a countable product of discrete spaces (whk: 
that every esmple te metric space is a cslrtinuo 
product), and one can strengthen 5.2(e) to co 
table product of finite discrete spaces (which 
mensiorrd compact metric space is a continu 
Cantx set). The necesnsa~ cwsstruction, ~v~i~~ 
[4, Thewean, iv], prcx3eds as foll.ows: 
{S(U+IQ 
w aI u~_~,u&u~ EA,) = (SES rz :S4S(al, l w,tu,_lj) 
ifrz> 1 a;ihiEAiforiC n. LstX=1?~,1A,,8;ndforeach,olEXle6 
fear) be t:he unique element y, of ny,, S(oll, -..? la,). (Such ay, exists 
because, d[S(ur , ,.., an 1: %a E N) is a special &sequence and hence has a 
non-empty intersection, a:nd it is unique because Y is TO .) For cyU 
(B 1,...,Clnj~n~~,Ai,deflne6(P1,...,P,P.asinthe~roofofTh~~rem 
5.2, and let the base 99 for X be the colleczion oli $1 such 8. -‘This choice: 
of x, ,“, and g has all the req&ed properties. 
Remark: Because of footnote 11, the function f: X + Y constructed 
a’&ove need not satisfy X(b) or S.IE(c) or the seri:ond part of 2.2(c). In 
fxt, it is generally impossible to construct f to simultaneously satisfy 
the above strengthened form *of 5.2(d) and either 5.2(b) or 5.2(c). In 
the case of 5.2(b), this follows frovl the fact [ 3, comment after Defini- 
tion 4.‘1] that a complete metric space need not be the image of a coun- 
table p:roduct of discrete spaces under a continuqx~s open map with 
compact point-inverses. In the case of 5.2(c), it follows from- the fact 
[9,3.6] that a U-dimensional, complete separablle metric space need 
not be a continuous open-and-closed image of the irratiowals. 
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